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St. Anne’s Feast Celebrations 2015
This year the novenas in preparation for the feast of St. Anne began on the 17th of July.
The themes chosen reflected the themes of the Year of Consecrated Life instituted by
Pope Francis. The Triduum was conducted on the last three days before the feast. The
preachers were Fr Pravin D’Souza who spoke on listening to God’s call to serve in the
parish; Fr Vincent D’Cruz who spoke on importance of keeping God’s commandments;
and Fr Joseph Gonsalves who spoke on trusting in God for our needs.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
BLESSED MOTHER

On Saturday, 25th July, the basement was packed to capacity to attend the performance
of the priests’ band – ‘The Ambassadors of Christ’. Tasty snacks were on sale by Zita
Caterers, the Seniors’ Group conducted a round of Housie with generous prizes and the
band of priests’ helped everyone to have a fun time with their amazing rendition of popular songs and
some of their own compositions.
The feast Mass on Sunday, July 26th was celebrated by Fr Glenford Lowe, SDB from Don Bosco’s,
Matunga. In his well delivered homily he stressed the importance of the need of consecrating ourselves
to God, to allow Him to work in us and thus to ‘wake up the world’ – a call given by Pope Francis. In the
evening the “Anna Family Fiesta’ was an evening of fun, games, togetherness, dancing and delicious
Our Lady of the Mount
snacks and dinner.
Thanks to all who actively contributed to making the feast celebrations meaningful and enjoyable!

Although the current
edifice of The Basilica of
Our Lady of the Mount
is just 100 years old,
the history behind the
current statue of Our
Lady goes back to the
16th century when Jesuit
priests from Portugal
brought the statue to
the current location and
constructed a chapel.
In 1700, Arab pirates
interested in the giltlined object held in the
hand disfigured the
statue by cutting off the
right hand.
In 1761, the broken
statue of Our Lady of
the Mount was repaired
by placing a detachable
Child Jesus on it.

A fun cricket
event
was
organized
by our youth
of St. Anne’s
Parish on 15th
August 2015.
Nine
young
enthusiastic
youth
from
our
Parish
participated in
true sportman spirit and excelled . The youth were divided
into teams, played as many as five matches of 5-overs each
innings. The event was a great success. All thanks to Fr.
Clement, Fr. Leon, Br. Melvyn, Tr. Maria, the Principal of St.
Anne’s High School, Vijay, Ryan and of course to the youth
for lending their support in the event.
- Contributed by the St. Anne’s Youth Movement (SAYM)

An enriching prayer service was conducted for the
Confirmandes of the Sherly Community on Friday, 10th
July, 2015 at 7:15 pm at Felicia Apartment. Carlye,
Dominic, Rylan and Warren were present. Rylan and
Carlye were present with their mothers. Animators
Joseph, Felix, Clarissa and Doris were present to
bless the Confirmandes. The animators presented
each Confirmande with a bookmark and a rose bud.
The bookmarks prepared by Doris emphasised the
presence of the Holy Spirit and a prayer symbolising it.
Hymns were sung by Clarissa and everybody present.
The service ended with soft drinks and snacks. The
Confirmandes agreed to take an active part in the
Sherly Novena to be conducted on Thursday 23rd,
July.
					~ Doris Sequeira

In preparation for the Feast of their Patroness, Our Lady of the Assumption on the 15th of August,
2015, the Ladies Sodality conducted the 9 Day Novena at the 7 pm mass from the 6th of August.
The theme chosen was: POPULAR PRAYERS & DEVOTIONS TO OUR BLESSED MOTHER.
Each evening began with appropriate visuals and a brief reflection* on the origin and significance
of the respective prayer (viz the Hail Mary, the Memorare, etc) in the hope that it would lead to a
deeper understanding and consequently greater devotion to Our Blessed Mother.
The Feast Mass on 15th August at 9.15 am was celebrated by Fr. Clement, their Spiritual Director,
and included the admission of a new member and the renewal of commitment of the Council
Members, and an Act of Consecration to Our Lady.
The Mass was followed by an enjoyable brunch with music, games and joyous fellowship in the
Kiddies Korner.
*(At the request of some parishioners, these reflections will be printed –space permitting – in the forthcoming bulletins.)
THE HAIL MARY
The Hail Mary, also commonly called the ‘Ave Maria’ in Latin, is the most popularly used prayer to our Blessed Mother
and it also forms the basis of the Rosary and the Angelus prayers..
The Hail Mary consists of 2 parts: the first part recalls the visit of the Angel Gabriel to Mary at the Annunciation and
begins with the Angel saluting Mary as being “’Full of Grace”, assuring her that” the Lord is with her” and then telling
her that she is going to bear a son whose name will be Jesus. It incorporates several lines from the Gospel of St. Luke,
Ch 1.
The second part is a petition, asking Holy Mary, Mother of God, to pray for us sinners, both now while we are on this
earth & especially at the time of our death, when we are nearing Eternity.
The Hail Mary has also been set to music as the AVE MARIA. Short and sweet, the Hail Mary is a favourite prayer of
thousands of Catholics the world over and is much loved and often said.
												~ Felicity Rodrigues
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GREED
Since time immemorial mankind has been greedy. During Jesus’ brief sojourn
on earth, He time and again locked horns with the hypocritical Pharisees. These
‘vipers’, to use Jesus’ very apt term, turned the people against Jesus so that they
could go on merrily conning the Jews and thus amassing ill-gotten wealth. “For
what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own
soul?” queried Jesus (Mark 8:36). In Mark 8:35, Jesus said. “For whosoever
will save his life shall lose it; but whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and
the gospel’s, the same shall save it.”
We are constantly bombarded by the media about the prevalent culture of
unbridled ambition, materialism and individualism. The message conveyed is
that the end of self gratification matters more than the means towards this end.
We have recently been horrified by the news on TV channels that a socialite
mother allegedly strangled her young daughter in cold blood solely for material gain.
Leo Tolstoy’s short story “How Much Land Does A Man Need” illustrates how ambition blurs our thinking process which
results in self destruction. In this story, greedy Pahóm is introduced to the Bashkirs, and is led to believe that they are simpleminded people who own a lot of land. Their unusual offer is that for one thousand rubbles, Pahóm can walk around as large
an area as he wants, starting at daybreak. If he reaches his starting point by sunset, the entire land he traverses will be his.
Pahom tries to cover as much land as possible, not content with what he has. As the sunset approaches, though he is very
weary, he runs up a slope to reach the starting point. He finally arrives at the starting point just as the sun sets but exhausted
from the run, he drops dead. His servant then buries him in an ordinary grave only six feet long, thus ironically answering the
question posed in the title of the story.
How many of us are like the hapless Pahom? We work ourselves to the bone to acquire more possessions than others in our
social circle. There is no time to enjoy our acquisitions. God and relationships with family and friends are put on the back
burner. Is it any wonder that the family disintegrates? We learn too late that material goods are a poor substitute for enduring
relationships. They leave us feeling empty and lonely.
We need to give a thought to our destination. Is our myopic vision limited to endless acquisitions? Or do we have a higher
purpose?
												~ Monica Fernandes

Family Catechesis – by Pope Francis
On 14th May 2015 Pope Francis said, “Dear brothers and sisters: Today, I would like to continue our catechesis on the family
by reflecting on three phrases: “May I/”, “Thank you” and “Pardon me”. These simple phrases are not so easy to say or to put
into practice. But when they are ignored, they can cause cracks in the foundation of the family, which can lead to its collapse.
If these words are part of our daily lives, not just as a formal expression of good manners, but as a sign of deep love for one
another, they strengthen a happy family life.
“May I” – even if we think that we have the right to something, when we speak to our spouse or family member with kindness
we create space for a true spirit of marital and familial common life. We renew trust and respect, revealing our love for others
and we allow them to open the door of their hearts to us.
“Thank you” – our society has great need for gratitude, which makes us more sensitive to the dignity of the human person and
the demands of social justice. Thankfulness is also the language of God, to whom above all we must express our gratitude.
“Pardon me” – without these words, hurt can develop in our relationships, and weaken our life as a family. But when we ask
forgiveness, we show our desire to restore what was lost – respect, honesty, love – and healing between family members is
made possible. ‘may I?”, “Thank you”, “Pardon me” – let us ask the Lord to keep these three phrases in our hearts, our homes
and our communities.”
~ From ‘Life Ascending’ Newsletter
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BLESSED AND BEAUTIFUL
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
The most famous saying by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is “To awaken the people, it is
the woman who must be awakened. Once she is on the move, the family moves, the
village moves, the nation moves”. In India, to empower the women, first it needs to slay
all the demons killing women’s rights and values in the society such as dowry system,
illiteracy, sexual harassment, inequality, female infanticide, domestic violence against
women, rape, prostitution, illegal trafficking and other issues. Gender discrimination
in the nation brings cultural, social, economic and educational differences which
push country back. The most effective remedy to kill such devils is making women
empowered by ensuring the Right to Equality mentioned in the Constitution of India.
Giving priority to gender equality facilitates women empowerment all over the country. To get the high level goal of women
empowerment, it should be promoted from childhood in each and every family. It needs women to be strong physically,
mentally and socially. Since better education can be started at home from childhood, the upliftment of women needs a healthy
family to bring a holistic development of the nation. Still in many backward areas, there is a trend of early marriage and
childbirth because of the poverty, insecurity and illiteracy of the parents. In order to empower women, various steps have been
taken by the government to prevent violence, social separation, gender discrimination and abuse against women.
Women give birth to the baby means future of the nation so only they can better involve in making the bright future of the
nation through the proper growth and development of the children. Women need to be empowered instead of being treated
as helpless victims of male chauvinism as they are the ones who give birth and educate their children who are the future of
the Nation.
												- Neelam Ennarguti

the archangels
Saint michael
Just as from infancy to death we are surrounded by our Guardian Angels who ‘rule and guard, lead and guide’
us, the Archangels are God’s Messengers to mankind in matters of grave moments.
Three of the best known Archangels are Sts. Michael, Gabriel and Raphael whose Feast Day is celebrated on
September 29th.
The name ‘Michael’ signifies “Who is like to God” and this was the war cry when he led the
good Angels in the battle fought in heaven against Satan and his followers. Because of the
victory, Saint Michael, the Archangel, is revered in Catholic tradition and liturgy as the Protector of the Church, right from the time of the Apostles.
That he is a special Messenger of God can be seen from the various instances when he was
sent to Moses, Jacob and Abraham and to other people throughout the history of the world.
Saint Michael, the Archangel, is usually depicted with a sword. This sword is double edged
depicting truth and justice. As the Archangel of battle and defender of Heaven, Michael is
said to be the Patron Saint of Policemen.
Prayer to St.Michael :
‘Saint Michael, the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our defence against the wickedness and snares of the devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray. And you, Oh Prince of the Heavenly Host, by the power of God, thrust
into Hell, Satan and the other evil spirits, who prowl the world for the ruin of souls. Amen.’
With this prayer on our lips we too can call on St. Michael, the Archangel to fight for us against the multiple
snares of the devil now (especially in these days when the world is facing such turmoil) just as he fought the
battle against satan and his evil followers in heaven at the beginning of time.
												~ Felicity Rodrigues
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ST.ANDREW’S ALL-BANDRA ZONAL CONTEST 2015

Good Night Prayer to Our Lady
Night is falling dear Mother, the
long day is o’er,
And before thy loved image, I am
kneeling once more,
To thank thee for keeping me safe
thru the day,
To ask thee this night to keep evil
away.

OVERALL CHAMPIONS - NORTHWEST ZONE
(Northwest comprises of St Anne’s parish St Vincent de Paul
and part of St Andrew’s parish)

Many times have I fallen today Mother dear,
Many graces neglected since last I knelt here,
Wilt thou in pity my own Mother mild,
Ask Jesus to pardon the sins of thy child

1st Prize
Saloni D’Souza : Vocals 8-12
Chantelle D’Souza & Saloni D’Souza : Under 14 duet
Nicole Pereira : Elocution 12-16
Northwest Play :
(Cast - Anoushka Dutt, Melody Vaz, Suren D’Souza, Warren
Dsilva, Ramona Alva and others)

I am going to rest for my days work is done,
It’s hours & its moments have passed one by one,
And the God who has judged me has noted them all
He has numbered each grace, He has counted each
fall

2nd Prize
Nayantara Alva & Rhea Fernandes : Under 14 duet
Merrill Saldana : Instrumental 8-12
Carrisa Fernandes &. Sasha Dsilva : 10-16 dance duo
Nathan Pereira : Vocals Under 8
Kenzo Lobo : Elocution 8-12
Below 10 dance group :
(Adele Dsouza, Brooke D’silva, Caitlyn D’Sylva, Chantelle
D’Souza, Jayden Pereira, Kaloni Dsouza, Kiara Lopez, and
Andre, Nicole, Chelsea)
Above 30 dance group :
(Deirdre Fernandes, Lily Castellino, Michelle Lawrence,
Sherisa D’Souza and Lorreta, Pearl)

In His book they are written against the last day,
Oh Mother ask Jesus to wash them away,
For one drop of His blood which for sinners was spilt
Is sufficient to cleanse the world of its guilt
And if ere the dawn I should draw my last breath
And the sleep that I take be the long sleep of death,
Be near me dear Mother for dear Jesus sake
When my soul on eternity’s shore shall awake.
				

3rd Prize
Malaika Sequeira vocals : 12-16
10-16 dance group :
(Alano Miranda, Camryn Menezes, Chrisanne Gomes,
Gavin Pereira, Jessica Fernandes, Nayantara Alva, Nikita
Dlima, Sasha Dsilva, Shania Dpenha, Shanice D’Souza)
Over 30 dance group :
(Abigail Miranda, Cristina Gomes, Harriet D’Mello, Indira
Patel, Louella Pereira, Roxanne, Yvette Dias)
Callum Dsilva : Elocution 12-16
North West choir :
(Anne Pereira, Arden D’Souza, Dierdre Fernandes, Lily
Castellino, Sanjay Gomes, and others)

Parish Records - July 2015 to August 2015

BAPTISMS
18th July – Amos Lavi
D’Mello, son of Cleverine
and Kalpita
2nd August – Abrahm
Rasquinha, son of Callistus
and Jumana
8th August – Kiara Frances
Gonsalves, daughter of
Skeet and Brijetta

Heartiest Congratulations to all our winners and performers!
					

MARRIAGES

-- Warren Dsilva

13th June – Neville
Bogdawalla and Anita
Fernandes
17th August – Vinod Pawar
and Nitha D’Souza

Articles, anecdotes, poems, etc. for publication in the next issue of
AnneMater for the months of October - November 2015 (feast days and
special occasions during these months to be kept in mind) may be sent
by e-mail to annematerbulletin@yahoo.com latest by the 15th of October
2015. The Editorial Team reserves the right to choose what is published
and to edit the matter that is chosen for publication.

AnneMater
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FUNERALS
14th July – Doris
Rodrigues, aged 65 years
of Rajan
27th July – Steve D’Cruz,
aged 29 years of Sherly
20th August – Merlyn
Lobo, aged 91 years of
Scheme
21st August – Rina Drego,
aged 90 years of Malla

Aug - Sep 2015

What ‘s becoming of our youth
‘What’s becoming of our youth?’
Called
- is an oft-heard comment from adults, who were once youth themselves. Teachers: As parents we are called to be first teachers of our children. It
Having worked with young people since 1978, I would like to share a few seems that the Internet has taken over that role, having the power for both
experiences that may perhaps throw some light onhow we as a community good and evil. What will be the stronger influence?
can understand and engage with our youth.

Teach what? Our youth are given to believe that they must be top rankers;
win all competitions; get high paying jobs; be successful. Climb someone’s
back to reach the pinnacle of success, bribe to get the work done, talk ill
of your neighbor –it’s all OK as long as you get what you want! Success is
only seen in ‘worldly’ terms. Could that be the subtle, or sometimes not-sosubtle message they get from us?

A little introspection as parents
Time: Do we spend enough time with our children from ages 0 to 12? Or
are we busy chasing careers? Do we leave our children with the domestic
help for most of their waking hours? Do we listen to our children? Play with
them? Sit and talk to them about their day? Are we aware that there are a
number of unrecorded cases of children abused by the home help and in
some instances relatives?

Mentors: We are called to motivate, encourage, support and pray for our
kids; Help them discover who they are, what their true calling and purpose
is; help them rejoice in their uniqueness; and so accept themselves the way
God created them, not trying to be someone else. We as parents are called
to be the ‘wind beneath their wings’, not ‘their wings’.

Setting an example: Do we pray with our toddlers? Even simple prayers
like the Grace before meals? Do we openly and freely speak to God, thank
Him for blessings, ask His guidance unashamedly? Do we realize that they
will one day learn from our faith? Or lack of it?

At our Parish level- Everyone likes a challenge! We hear youngsters say, “so
boring”. Let’s challenge ourselves to come up with thought-provoking, lifetransforming activities, breaking away from the usual paper drives, dances,
fashion shows and the like. Let’s instead encourage our youth to take up
real responsibilities. Let us form a group of mentors with varied skill-sets
who our young people can connect with for clarity on any troublesome
issues, or guidance in decisions to be made. Let them know that they are
not alone. The Church is with them. We must invest in them. Are they not
the adults of tomorrow? The Church of tomorrow?

Togetherness: Do we have a sit-down meal together with our family? At
least sometimes? Are we so tired that we just about have time to say goodnight to our kids before they go to bed? When did we last tuck our children
in to bed? Read them a story? Say a short prayer and kiss them good night?
Does this happen only in movies?
Christian in name: Are we Sunday Catholics? Or Christmas/ Easter
Sunday Catholics? Do we give in when our child says, “Mum, do I have
to go for Sunday mass, or Sunday school? Didn’t I go last week?”Has that
one Sunday become a lifetime of Sundays without mass? Have we then
wondered ‘Why is my college going daughter/son not going for Sunday
mass? How has she/he become an atheist? ’

Come, give our young people HOPE, LOVE, JESUS.
						-- Joe Cordo

THE DRAFT DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2034
While going through the newspapers, we have read about the controversial Draft Development Plan 2034 for the future of our city, Mumbai.
There are great changes going to take place, if it is approved. But citizens are not happy with the new proposals Surely there are several
errors in this plan. We have to take time to study it minutely and then take a call.
To me Bandra is noted for its gaothans, much before 1932 when the area had small cottages and lovely gardens, flowers that bloomed
and fruit bearing trees to enjoy, not to mention the good, friendly neighbours. Some years ago, no sooner did the builders put their foot on
our soil, that things changed and Bandra started having a new look. Now with the high rise buildings a concrete jungle has been created.
Moreover, birds and bees have all but disappeared to distant hills to make their homes. And so has man migrated to faraway places to find
shelter and accept a new life style. Development to some extent has not solved problems but created new ones.
The proposal of the Draft Development Plan does look distorted in every way with private and public spaces being taken. The road widening
will surely cause free access and disturb the peaceful surroundings in which we all live in. The ‘Rajanites’ have geared up to make sure they
do not lose themselves or their homes in this current hassle.
It is only with one voice that we must raise objections and co-ordinate ourselves to preserve the little that we have for the common good
of society.
												~ Russel Pereira
This article written by Russel Periera was submitted in May 2015 but due to the scrapping of the Draft Development Plan by the government, the article
was not published in the bulletin. Based on a news item that appeared in the Times of India dated 3rd August, Russel has brought to our notice that the
BMC hopes to bring out a new DP 2034 in the near future. Thus, we are now publishing his article.
AnneMater
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Why is it when we were younger MOTHER MARY in HIS time and in our time
we thought we knew everything,
Seek counsel from God first
yet the older we get the more we
How many times have I called,
realize we don’t know what we thought we knew?
sent a text, emailed and even flagged someone down to talk to
about my woes or ask for advice without first going to God? Too
Thank God that He gave us such a good mother who can teach many.
us in simple and quiet ways. These are the lessons I’ve learned John was twelve years old when his grandfather was murdered.
from Mother Mary:
Immediately after his family received word, his parents drove
straight to the Catholic Church in their hometown and attended
Perseverance in hope
the morning Mass. John’s father just lost his father, in the most
There was once a young teenager who was six months pregnant. horrendous way, and his first instinct was to go to God. His parAfter a presentation on chastity she was filled with tears of joy in ents did not ask others what to do because they knew that no one
her eyes and ever since she decided to practice chastity and live a but God could answer this problem.
pure life with Christ. She shared that after she became pregnant,
even when no one else knew of her situation, she rededicated The Blessed Virgin, in all of her experiences with her Son and
herself to purity. She was made fun of in school, teased by people Savior, “kept all these things, reflecting on them in her heart”
on Facebook and suffered the emotional pain of the breakup with (Luke 2:19). Our Mother teaches, through John’s parents, to seek
her boyfriend.
first the counsel of the Divine Physician, to “do whatever He tells
Her peers called her a walking contradiction with her new out- you” (John 2:5) in order to find solace.
look on purity, offering no support and tortured her with hateful
comments. Even still, she went on with her new mission in life Trust in His Will
– to be a mother to this unborn baby with a rededicated heart to The question, “why are these things happening to me and my
purity. She accepted her responsibility but also believed that God family?” is a common one. The “why?” question must be heard
had a plan for her child. Since then, she gave birth to a healthy countless times in Heaven but who better to ask the question of
baby girl who was adopted by a couple, and the young girl is still “why?” than the Blessed Mother? What time could have been
dedicated to purity.   
more appropriate for this question than at the foot of the Cross?
And yet, she does not offer questions to Her Son, but offers Him
Mother Mary teaches us to persevere in the hope of Christ. The her motherly love and presence. She stands with Him at the
Blessed Virgin found herself pregnant by the power of the Holy Cross and continues to fulfill her promise of offering her entire self
Spirit, and was probably misunderstood and even jeered at by her to the works of God in His plan for salvation. She trusts in His Will.
community and peers. Our Mother teaches us to expect that others may not always understand the path you find yourself on with When I have questions about my life, my family or about the state
God yet persevering with Christ will always lead to a life closer of the world, I remember what my Mother has taught me with the
with Him. Hope looks to the future and “is nourished in prayer” “In example of her life. My Mother has taught me to trust in His Will
every circumstance, each one of us should hope, with the grace even though the situation may seem dark, hopeless and without
of God, to persevere to the end, and obtain the joys of heaven.
purpose.
				-- Neelam Ennarguti
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Interesting fact about Mary

Mary is both identified in the New
Testament and in the Quran as the
mother of Jesus through divine
intervention.
AnneMater
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Results
of
the
68th
INTER
SCHOOL ENGLISH ELOCUTION
COMPETITION 2015 organized by
“The Bandra Gymkhana” from the 25th
to 29th of August.’15.
•
•
•

•

Caitlyn Alexa D’Sylva - 1st Place in
the Under 8 East Indian category
Kenzo Lobo - 1st Place in the 8-12
East Indian category
Raina D’Sylva - 1st Place in the
12-15 East Indian category // 2nd
Place in the 12-15 Members - Girls
category
Nicole Pereira - 3rd Place in the 1215 Members - Girls category

ABANDONMENT
Don Dolindo Rotate was a holy Neapolitan priest who preached about
complete surrender to God’s will during difficult situations. He said that
Jesus does not want us to be agitated when the going is rough. Instead
we should turn to Him in prayer, close our eyes, be calm, ask Him to
resolve the situation and allow Him to take over. When we put our faith
in Him, He will lovingly carry us to safety like a mother carrying her
precious child. We are blessed with grace.
What blocks our abandonment to God’s will? Regrettably it is our
rational thinking, our anxiety to have our wishes fulfilled at whatever
cost which worsens our afflictions. We want God to take over the
steering wheel of our lives. He is the expert captain who takes us safely
through life’s storms but we would like Him to follow our instructions.
The Our Father is a powerful prayer. Fr. Rotate says that when we recite
“HALLOWED BE THY NAME”, it means “May your name be glorified
in this my need”. “THY KINGDOM COME”, means “Everything
happens for your Kingdom in us and in the world.” “THY WILL BE
DONE” means “You Resolve the situation.”
He advises us to pray always for this disposition of surrender and we
will receive peace and the ability to bear suffering.
I conclude with these words written by Catherine Marshall. “When
Jesus died, all looked black, but then three days later came Easter….We
can allow an apparent defeat to turn into victory through trusting in
the principle of resurrection. The time may not be a literal 3 days, but
the principle is always the same.”
						-- Monica Fernandes

MASS SCHEDULE

OTHER TIMINGS

Weekdays : 6.00 a.m., 6.45 a.m.
7.00 p.m.

Confessions		
: Every Saturday at 6.30 p.m. or on request
Baptisms		
: 1st Sundays at 9:15 a.m. Mass & 3rd Saturdays at 5.30 p.m.
Good News Club
: After the 8.00 a.m. Mass
(Sunday School)
Church Office 		
: 9.00 a.m. - 12.00 noon & 5.00 p.m. - 7.00 p.m.
Tel: 26481923 • E-Mail: stannechurch1950@gmail.com • Web: stannechurchbandra.org

Sundays : 6.30 a.m., 8.00 a.m.
9.15 a.m., 6.00 p.m.
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